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Abstract
Compression algorithms can be classified as being either lossless or 
lossy. In the case of a lossless compression algorithm the aim is to 
reduce the amount of source information to be transmitted in such 
a way that, when the compression information is decompressed, 
information should not be lost . Lossless compression is, therefore, 
to be reversible. an example application of  lossless compression 
is for the transfer over  a network of a text file since, on such 
applications , it is normally imperative that no part of the source 
information is lost during the compression or decompression 
operations.
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I. Introduction
The digital multimedia is popular now a days  due to their 
highly perceptual effects and the advanced development with its 
corresponding technology. However, it mostly requires a large 
amount of data to store these multimedia contents due to the 
complex information they may encounter. Besides, the requirement 
of resolution is much higher, so that the data size of the image is 
surprisingly large [1].
In other words, we can say image is a sensory signal that contains 
significant amount of redundant information which exists in 
their canonical forms. Image data compression is a technique 
of reducing the duplicity in image such that given quantity of 
information should be maintained. Therefore, how to improve 
image compression is now becomes an important question. Great 
progress has been made by applying digital signal processing or 
wavelet transform techniques in this area.
There are two different technique of compression lossy compression 
and lossless compression depending on if the information can be 
recovered after compression. I would like to completely introduce 
different methods included in these two techniques. As for JPEG 
and JPEG2000, they are consider very popular compression 
tools.
Image compression is an application of data compaction that can 
reduce the quantity of data. The block diag. of image coding system 
is shown in fig. 1. The camera captures the reflect light from the 
surface of the object, and the received light will be changed into 
three primary color components R, G and B. These three Prime 
color components are processed by coding algorithms afterward.
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Fig. 1: The Block Diagram of the General Image Compression 
System

Image compression addresses the complexity of reducing the 
amount of data necessary to represent a digital image. It is a 
process projected to yield a compact representation of an image, 
thereby reducing the image storage/transmission requirements. 
Compression is achieved by the elimination of one or more of 
the following three basic data redundancies: 

Coding Redundancy 1. 
Inter-pixel Redundancy 2. 
Perceptual Redundancy 3. 

Coding redundancy occurs when the codes assigned to a set of 
events such as the pixel values of an image have not been selected 
to obtain full advantage of the probabilities of the events [2].  
Inter-pixel redundancy generally results from correlations between 
the pixels. Due to the high correlation between the pixels, any 
given pixel can be predicted from its adjacent pixels. Perceptual 
redundancy is due to data that is ignored by the human visual 
system. In other words, all the neighboring pixels in the smooth 
region of a natural image have a high degree of similarity and 
this unimportant variation in the values of the neighboring pixels 
is not visible to the human eye.

A. Lossy Compression Techniques [3]
Lossy schemes provide much higher compression ratios than 
lossless schemes.  Lossy schemes are widely used as the quality 
of the reconstructed images is sufficient for most applications. 
By this scheme, the decompressed image is not identical to the 
original image, but logically close to it.
As shown in fig. 2, this prediction – transformation – decomposition 
process is totally reversible. The quantization process results in 
loss of information. The entropy coding after the quantization, 
however, it is lossless. The decoding is a reverse process. Firstly, 
entropy decoding is apply to compressed data to obtain the 
quantized data. Secondly, de-quantization is applied to it and at last 
the inverse transformation to obtain the reconstructed image. 

Fig. 2: Lossy Image Compression [3]

Major performance considerations of a lossy compression scheme 
include: 

Compression ratio • 
Signal - to – noise ratio • 
Speed of encoding and decoding.• 
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Lossy compression techniques includes following schemes: 
Transform coding  • 
Vector quantization • 
Fractal coding • 
Block truncation coding • 
Subband coding• 

1. Transform Coding
In this coding scheme, transforms such as DFT (Discrete Fourier 
Transform) and DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) are used to alter 
the pixels in the original image into frequency domain coefficients. 
These coefficients have some desirable properties. One is the 
energy compaction property that outcome in most of the energy of 
the original data being concentrated in only a few of the significant 
transform coefficients. Only those a small number of significant 
coefficients are selected and the outstanding is discarded. The 
selected coefficients are consider for further quantization and 
entropy encoding. DCT coding has been the very most common 
approach to transform coding.

2. Vector Quantization
The basic idea in this technique is to build up a dictionary of 
fixed-size vectors, called code vectors. As shown in Fig. a vector 
is generally a block of pixel values. A given image is then divided 
into non-overlapping blocks or vectors called image vectors. Each 
in the dictionary is determined as and its index in the dictionary 
is used as the encoding of the original image vector. Thus, each 
image is represented by a sequence of indices that can be promote 
entropy coded. 

3. Fractal Coding
The key idea here is to decompose the image into segments by 
using standard image processing techniques similar to that color 
division, edge detection and spectrum and texture analysis[4]. 
Then each segment is looked up in a library of fractals. The library 
in reality contains codes called iterated function system codes, 
which are called compact sets of numbers. It uses systematic 
procedure, a set of codes for a given image are determined, so that 
when the IFS codes are applied to a suitable set of image blocks 
yield an image that is a very close  estimate of the original. This 
scheme is very highly effective for compressing an image that 
have good regularity and self-similarity.
Now, we want to discover a map W, which take an input image 
and yield an output image. If we want to know about when W is 
contractive, then we will have to define a distance between two 
images. The distance is defined as:

4. Block Truncation Coding
In this scheme, the image is partitioned into non-overlapping blocks 
of pixels. For each and every block, threshold and reconstruction 
values are determined. The threshold is generally the mean of the 
pixel values in the block. Then a bitmap of the block is derived by 
replacing all the pixels whose values are greater than or equal ( less 
than) to the threshold by a 1 (0). Then for every segment (group 
of 1s and 0s) in the bitmap, the rebuilding value is determined. 
This is the average of the values of the corresponding pixels in 
the original block.

B. Lossless Compression Techniques
In lossless compression techniques, the original image can be 
absolutely recovered from the compressed image. These are also 

called noiseless because they do not add noise to the signal. It 
is also known as entropy coding because it use decomposition 
techniques to minimize redundancy. 
Following techniques are included in lossless compression: 

Run length encoding • 
Huffman encoding • 
LZW coding • 
Area coding• 

1. Run Length Encoding
This is a very easy compression method used for sequential data. It 
is very useful in repetitive data. This technique replaces sequences 
of identical pixels is called runs by shorter symbols. The run length 
code for a gray scale image is represented by a sequence {Vi, Ri} 
where Vi is the intensity of pixel and Ri refers to the number of 
consecutive pixels with the intensity Vi as shown in the figure. If 
both Vi and Ri are characterized by one byte, this span of 12 pixels 
is coded using eight bytes yielding a compression ratio of 1: 5

2. Huffman Encoding
As shown in Fig. below, this is a common technique for coding 
symbols based on their statistical happening frequencies

Fig. 3: Huffman Encoding

The pixels in the image are measured as symbols. The symbols 
that occur more commonly are assigned a smaller number of 
bits, while the symbols that occur less common are assigned a 
relatively larger number of bits. Huffman code is a prefix code. 
The binary code of any symbol is not the prefix of the code for any 
other symbol. Most image coding standards use lossy techniques 
in previous stages of compression and use Huffman coding as 
the final step.

3. LZW Coding
LZW (Lempel-Ziv–Welch) is a dictionary based coding. It can be 
static or dynamic. In static dictionary coding, dictionary is fixed 
during the encoding and decoding processes. In dynamic dictionary 
coding, the dictionary is updated on fly. LZW is usually used in 
computer industry and is implemented as compress command 
on UNIX.

Fig. 4: LZW Coding
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4. Area Coding
Area coding is an better form of run length coding, it reflecting 
the two dimensional character of images. This is a significant 
advancement over the other lossless methods. For coding of an 
image it does not make too much intelligence to interpret it as a in 
order stream, as it is in actuality an array of sequences, building 
up a two dimensional object. The algorithms for an area coding 
try to find rectangular regions with the same characteristics. These 
regions are coded in a expressive form as an element with two 
points and a certain structure. This type of coding can be very 
efficient but it bears the problem of a nonlinear method, which 
it cannot be implemented in hardware. Thus we can say that, the 
performance in terms of compression time is not competitive, 
although the compression ratio is.

II. Related Work
Debnath, Jayanta et al[5], An image compression is a method 
of combining Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and Vector 
Quantization (VQ) is presented. Firstly, a three-level DWT is 
performed on the original image result as in ten separate subbands 
(these ten codebooks are generated by using the Self Organizing 
Feature Map algorithm, which are then used in Vector Quantization 
of  wavelet transformed subband images means that one codebook 
for one subband). All of these subbands are then vector quantized. 
The VQ indices are Huffman coded to increase the compression 
ratio. The novel iterative error correction scheme is planned to 
continuously check the image quality after sending the Huffman 
coded bit stream of the error codebook indices through the channel 
so as to improve the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) of the 
reconstructed image. The Ten error codebooks are (each for each 
subband of the wavelet transformed image) also generated for 
the error correction scheme by using the difference between the 
actual and the reconstructed images in the wavelet domain. The 
planned method shows improved image quality in terms of PSNR 
at the same compression ratio as compared to others DWT and VQ 
based image compression techniques found in the literature. The 
projected method of image compression is useful for a variety of 
applications in which high quality (i.e. high precision) are critical 
(as criminal investigation or medical imaging, etc).
Yen, Wen-Chien, et al[6], The technique of Discrete cosine 
transform (DCT) is commonly used in many practical compression 
systems because of its compression performance and computational 
efficiency. 
This work implements DCT, and modified the SPIHT algorithm 
that designed primarily for encoding the discrete wavelet transform 
coefficients in order to suit to encode DCT coefficients. The 
algorithm represents the DCT coefficients to deliberate signal 
energy and proposes combination and dictator to eliminate the 
relationship in the same level to encode the DCT-based images. The 
coding complexity of the planned algorithm for DCT coefficients 
is just close to JPEG but the performance is higher than also, the 
proposed algorithm append for deblocking in low bit rate in order 
to improve the perceptual quality. Experimental results specify that 
the planned technique improves the quality of the reconstructed 
image in terms of both PSNR and the perceptual results over at 
the same bit rate.
Gupta, Sarvesh Kumar, et al [7], Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) 
is widely used in many practical compression systems because of 
its compression performance and computational efficiency. This 
work adopts DCT, and modified the SPIHT algorithm that designed 
initially for encoding the discrete wavelet transform coefficients in 
order to suit to encode DCT coefficients. The algorithm represents 

the DCT coefficients to concentrate signal energy and proposes 
combination and dictator to eliminate the correlation in the same 
level for encoding the DCT-based images. The coding complexity 
of the proposed algorithm for DCT coefficients is just close 
to JPEG but the performance is higher than Furthermore, the 
proposed algorithm append to deblocking in low bit rate in order to 
improve the perceptual quality. Experimental results indicate that 
the proposed technique improves the quality of the reconstructed 
image in terms of both PSNR and the perceptual results over at 
the same bit rate.
Mani, Jeevan et al [8], In hexagonal domain DCT based compression 
is performed on the hexagonally sampled images. In this paper I 
propose the image compression based on DCT on the hexagonally 
sampled image. Resampling is the process of transforming a 
discrete image which is defined at one set of coordinate locations 
to a new set of coordinate points i.e, converting from rectangular 
to hexagonal grid  has shown that 13.4% fewer sampling points are 
required with the hexagonal grid to maintain equal high frequency 
image information with the rectangular grid.  
In this Paper work DCT based image compression is performed on 
both rectangular grid and hexagonal grid images. The performance 
is studied using MSE(Mean Square Error) and PSNR(peak signal 
to noise ratio). Performance comparison shows enhanced results 
for DCT based image compression in hexagonal grid images. Also 
from the above graph we can see that in the case of hexagonal 
image, as the CR increases the PSNR does not decreases a large 
amount, where as in conventional square pixel images PSNR goes 
down as CR increases. So by using hexagonal domain in image 
compression it is possible to get better results.
Ding, J-J., et al [9]  In the conventional JPEG algorithm, an 
image is divided into eight by eight blocks and then the 2-D 
DCT is applied to encode each block. In this paper, we find that, 
in addition to rectangular blocks, the 2-D DCT is also orthogonal 
in the trapezoid and triangular blocks. Therefore, instead of eight 
by eight blocks, we can generalize the JPEG algorithm and divide 
an image into trapezoid and triangular blocks according to the 
shapes of objects and achieve higher compression ratio. Compared 
with the existing shape adaptive compression algorithms, as we 
do not try to match the shape of each object exactly, the number 
of bytes used for encoding the edges can be less and the error 
caused from the high frequency component at the boundary can 
be avoided. The simulations show that, when the bit rate is fixed, 
our proposed algorithm can achieve higher PSNR than the JPEG 
algorithm and other shape adaptive algorithms. Furthermore, in 
addition to the 2-D DCT, we can also use our proposed method 
to generate the 2-D complete and orthogonal sine basis, Hartley 
basis, Walsh basis, and discrete polynomial basis in a trapezoid 
or a triangular block.
Sharma, Sandhya [10], This research paper proposes a method 
for the compression of medical images using an efficient hybrid 
algorithm. The objective of this hybrid (DWT,DCT and Huffman 
quantization) scheme is to calculate the compression ratio, peak 
signal to noise ratio and mean square error by changing the DWT 
level and Huffman quantization factor. The goal is to achieve 
higher compression ratio by applying different compression 
thresholds for the wavelet coefficient of each DWT band and then 
DCT with varying Huffman quantization factor while preserving 
the quality of reconstructed image. First DWT and DCT is applied 
on individual components RGB. After applying this image is 
quantized using Huffman quantization to calculate probability 
index for each unique quantity so as to find out the unique binary 
code for each unique symbol for their encoding.
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Chen, Heng, Geert Braeckman, Adrian Munteanu, and Peter 
Schelkens. “Reversible DCT-based lossy-to-lossless still image 
compression.” In Proc. International Conference on Image 
Processing. 2013.
Wavelet transform provides numerous desirable properties such 
as multi-resolution representation; scalability and progressive 
transmission which are beneficial to image compression 
applications as there is a need to handle lots of medical images 
in the hospitals. There have been numerous compression research 
studies, examining the use of compression as applied to medical 
images. To achieve higher degree of compression we have to 
choose the hybrid scheme of DWT, DCT and Huffman encoding 
compression technique. This paper proposes an approach to 
improve the performance of medical image compression while 
satisfying medical team who need to use it. There are several 
types of image compressions available but in case of biomedical 
images the loss of diagonasability of the image is not tolerable 
and hence to achieve higher degree of compression without any 
significant loss in the diagonasability of the image.

III. Conclusion
Compressing an image is significantly different than compressing 
raw binary data. Of course, general purpose compression programs 
can be used to compress images, but the result is less than optimal. 
This is because images have certain statistical properties which 
can be exploited by encoders specifically designed for them. Also, 
some of the finer details in the image can be sacrificed for the 
sake of saving a little more bandwidth or storage space. This also 
means that lossy compression techniques can be used in this area.  
Lossless compression involves with compressing data which, 
when decompressed, will be an exact replica of the original data. 
This is the case when binary data such as executable, documents 
etc. are compressed. They need to be exactly reproduced when 
decompressed. On the other hand, images (and music too) need 
not be reproduced ‘exactly’. An approximation of the original 
image is enough for most purposes, as long as the error between 
the original and the compressed image is tolerable. This work 
reviews some of recent work proceeding in image compression 
domain. 
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